"REGISTRATION INSTRUCTIONS"

COURSE 2023-2024
INSTRUCTIONS TO REGISTER AND APPLY FOR ADMISSION FOR OFFICIAL MASTER STUDIES

If you are a student of the Universidad Autónoma de Madrid, you don’t need to register. You must access to the application with your IDENTIFIER (THE SAME IDENTIFIER YOU USE TO ACCESS THE REST OF THE UAM SERVICES (email, Moodle..)
If you don’t remember the password, you can click on the following link: http://www.uam.es/id/faq.html
The Spanish ID cards are entered without a 0 in front and with a letter behind without hyphen. The Passports without hyphens or blank spaces.

If you write DNI you can only choose Spanish nationality.

You must correctly choose the kind of document from which you enter the data.

Write your first and last name with a capital letter and the rest with lowercase letters and with accents.
Enter your contact email correctly; it's the ones that the UAM will use to send you all communications.
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Check your data carefully, if any of them are incorrect, return to the previous screen with the BACK key.
If your data is correct, you must put the tick in the two fields indicated and press "Registrar".
The user will be the NIA, not the identification number that you have indicated (ID card, Passport...)

If you don’t receive the password after 24 hours, send an email along with the scanned DNI/Passport to: posgrado.oficial@uam.es

IMPORTANT

In this last screen of Register, the NIA already appears, but in anyway the application will send you two emails to the email address that you have entered (check your email box, even the spam folder). In the first email, which will be called “Notificación de usuario registrado I”, you will be informed (Your user (NIA) is...) and in the second email, which will be called “Notificación de usuario registrado II”, it will be communicated the password (Your password is).

THIS IDENTIFICATION IS PROVISIONAL AND WILL ONLY BE VALID TO ACCESS THE MASTER REGISTRATION.